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V
|Kaitlyn Williams|
Vandalism on

Students voice concern over

recent car vandalism in UAHS parking

lot, nearby streets despite patrolling

”“I saw someone had put Hershey’s syrup all
over a car and I’ve seen milkshakes thrown
on cars ... Vandalism is not common, but
it’s not unusual.

—Freshman Rebeccca House

Tuskegee Airmen visit American Studies
|Kyle McMahon|

the

to be repeated in Air Force history.
The Tuskegee Airmen were disbanded when the

Air Force was integrated in 1949, but the Tuskegee
Airmen, Inc. was founded in 1972 to preserve their
history. The group, whose membership is open to all
supporters, now has about 10,000 members.

During the classroom presentation, each Tuskegee
Airman told his story and answered questions.

Sophomore Christina Carnevale said she enjoyed
the presentation.

“I like having guest speakers; it makes the class
more interesting,” she said. “I thought it was neat to
be able to have someone come into the class and
share their experience.”

Collins said each presentation is a learning ex-

perience for students.
“What we like to do is give young people, every-

body, a view of the history,” Collins said.
During Black History Month, the Ohio Tuskegee

Airmen can give up to two or three presentations a
week, and occasionally have to split up.

Brooks said he wanted young people to under-
stand the Tuskegee Airmen were not the first blacks
to fight for the United States.

“Even before there was a United States, there
were black men fighting for this country,” he said.

He also said despite the racism, he thought the
experience was worthwhile.

“Even in the worst of it, the Air Force was good
to me,” Brooks said.

S
Students in Ron Brewster and Rikki Santer’s
American Studies class arrived April 15 to be
greeted by six members of the Ohio Chapter of
Tuskegee Airmen, Inc: President William Brooks,
Vice President Bob Peeples, Loring Gomer, Ed
Morast, Don Cummings and George Collins.

The Tuskegee Airmen made up the only Afri-
can-American squadron of the Army Air Corps
during World War II. Named for the Booker T.
Washington-founded Tuskegee Institute in Ala-
bama where they were trained, the aviators en-
dured the severe racism of the time. The Tuskegee
Airmen made a name for themselves by never los-
ing to enemy aircraft a bomber their fighters es-
corted for the entire duration of the war, a feat yet �

Is

one had put Hershey’s syrup all over a car, and I’ve seen milkshakes thrown on cars
once or twice,” she said. “Vandalism is not common, but it’s not unusual.”

House said she attributes some of the minor cases of vandalism to
friendly pranks.

“A lot of times, it’s just
friends messing around,”
she said, “and people
don’t want to get their
friends in trouble.”

Junior Mike Monaghan
said he experienced car van-
dalism this fall when he dis-

covered his Ford Bronco, which he parks in the junior lot, was hit by a paintball.
“There was yellow paint on the driver’s side back window of my Bronco,” he

said. “I went and checked it out and saw someone had thrown a yellow paintball
on it.”

The person who vandalized his car has yet to be caught, Monaghan said. He
said he does not know if the destruction was random or intended for him.

After the incident, he said he is worried about his car becoming a target for
vandalism again.

“Since it happened that first time, it could happen again,” he said.
Kramer said despite these recent incidents, car vandalism has not increased

at UAHS, adding that car vandalism is not more common for students who park
on the street versus those who park in one of the school’s lots.

“The security guard and I patrol both areas—not only the lots, but also
the peripheral area of the school,” she said. “It’s not specifically limited to
one area.”

Despite this, Monaghan said vandalism occurs more often to cars on

graphic|Yeye Zhang|

Vandalism can range from food or litter on a car, to keying, snapping off hood
ornaments or lathering a car with shaving cream.

Several students have experienced car vandalism this school year, and school
officials are attempting to alleviate the problem with
surveillance of the parking lots and streets surrounding
the school.

Campus supervisor Wendy Kramer said the school
has seen three reported cases of car vandalism and one
case of bicycle vandalism this school year. The incidents
involve vehicles being keyed or hit with paintballs. The
school sees five to seven cases of car vandalism annually,
Kramer said.

However, freshman Rebecca House said the actual number of van-
dalism cases is higher because minor cases often go unreported. She

said she has seen smaller cases of
vandalism while re-
turning to the school

from lunch.
“I saw some-

rise?
news
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the street.
“[Vandalism] is definitely more common on the street,” he said. “I see a lot of

kids with paper cups thrown on their cars.”
Security officer Chet Buffington said there might be a greater chance of van-

dalism for students who park on streets off of school grounds, such as Northwest
Avenue, because he does not patrol those areas as often and more people pass
through them.

“If [students are not parked] on school property, more people have access to
their car,” Buffington said. “Any parking off school, even on Brandon, there are
more people walking by.”

Senior Sondra Dunn said when she received a new car last year, she was
concerned about vandalism.

“I was definitely worried back when I got it junior year,” she said. “What I
decided when I first got it was that if it was vandalized, I would not drive to
school. Luckily, nothing happened to it.”

Dunn also said her parents were somewhat concerned about vandalism, but
they agreed she would drive to school until an incident occurred.

Students should not be worried about vandalism because the school works to
prevent any destruction, Kramer said.

“Though we can’t be everywhere at one time, we are doing everything we
can to prevent these unfortunate incidents from taking place by making our
presence known,” she said.

Buffington said he patrols all lots, the perimeter of the school and occa-
sionally Northwest Avenue, Chester Road and Lane Avenue. He averages
45 to 65 miles on his car everyday he patrols.

Patrolling reduces the risk of vandalism. Buffington said his com-
pany also patrols Bishop Watterson High School, which faced car
break-in problems, he said. After increased patrolling, the break-in
rate decreased.

“No one is going to break in if they’re being watched,” he said.
But according to the budget reduction plan put forth by the school board for

the 2004-05 school year, UAHS campus security is being eliminated at a savings
of $50,700.

To protect their cars, Kramer said students should solve problems in a con-
trolled manner.

“If everyone parks where they’re supposed to [and] follows the rules of the
lots, that will help,” she said. “Also, regarding conflicts that may occur between
students, they should realize talking through something will always make them
feel better about themselves and the situation.”

|Kendrick Sledge|

NINTH PERIOD

Faculty, students split over proposed

addition to school day schedule

�

�

From left to right: President William Brooks, Vice President Bob Peeples,

Loring Gomer, Ed Morast, Don Cummings and George Collins of the Ohio

Chapter of Tuskegee Airmen, Inc. speak to a 10th grade American Studies

class. The group makes regular presentations at schools.

photo|Kyle McMahon|

H
“Have you heard about the school adding a ninth pe-

riod?” one student asks, followed by an infuriated an-

swer.� Conversations like this have been common at the

high school since the idea of creating a ninth period to

accommodate IB scheduling was released to the stu-

dent body. Many students are upset by the possibility

and the faculty is also split on the issue,�IB coordinator

Bob Ater said.

“It was proposed ... but my understanding is that it will

not actually happen,” Ater said.

Some faculty members feel the extra period would be

helpful, while others feel it only adds extra stress to stu-

dents’ lives.� French teacher Lisa Markovich said the extra

period would be beneficial.

“I’m in support of [a ninth period] because it provides

another option for kids who want to have a study hall and

still want to be able to take honors and AP [language classes]

consecutively,” Markovich said. “We’ve found that students

who move directly from honors to AP do exceptionally well

on the AP test and at university. So we’d like to encourage

that trend, but with IB … it’s more difficult to find time in

the day.”

Principal Kip Greenhill said he agreed there is a need

for flexibility in scheduling because of the IB program;

however, the idea of a ninth period does not seem popular.

“We were toying with the idea,” Greenhill said. “But

in the surveys we’ve given 10th graders, there just

wasn’t enough interest in it, so I don’t think we’ll be

able to do it.”

Student reactions were also mixed regarding the extra

period. Sophomore Jacob Robitaille said he would be happy

to have an extra period because of the rigorous nature of

the IB program.

“I was in favor of [a ninth period] because it leaves

more chance for scheduling flexibility,” Robitaille said. “Es-

pecially for people who do IB.”

However, junior Andrea Hunt said an extra period would

cause too many difficulties with extracurricular activities.

“I’m vice president of a club, so I know it’s important

to have time for meetings to plan and organize projects,”

Hunt said. “I think if an extra period is added, it’s going to

be hard for people to get clubs in their schedules on top of

sports and jobs.”

But Ater said students’ fears are probably unfounded.�

More likely than not, he said, the extra period will not

be added.

“It was worth thinking about,” Ater said. “But it just

adds too much stress for students and teachers.”

Controversy

news
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Jewish Teen Comedy Club Night!

Experience comedian Joel Chasnoff Sunday, May 23 at The Green
Room, in the Brewery District!

From 6:30-9pm, Chasnoff will headline Teen Comedy Club Night,
sponsored by the Jewish Experiences for Teens program. Sip all
you can drink “mocktails,” socialize with friends and win great
prizes!  Open to all teens ages 13-18. Just $1 to get in the door!
Free transportation is available for teens—deadline to register is
May 17.  For more information, call Abigail Glass at 559-6255.

The Green Room is located at 503 S. Front Street. Free parking is
available off Liberty Street, in first lot on right.

Comedian Joel Chasnoff,
who has opened for come-
dians like Jon Stewart of
The Daily Show, Gilbert
Gottfried and Lewis Black,
takes an innovative look at
the funnier aspects of
Jewish life, and finds
humor in the intricacies
and details of the Jewish
tradition.

advertisements
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I was pleasantly surprised by the acting in this
story of a young woman who meets and falls in
love with the Prince of Denmark in the most
likely and romantic of places—Wisconsin.
Through her acting, Julia Stiles in her role as
Paige Morgan, shows she can shine, even in a
clichéd romantic comedy that tries—albeit un-
successfully—to break the cookie-cutter mold
set by films like Notting Hill and Ever After.

Yes, it’s not a groundbreaking masterpiece,
but Stiles and co-star Luke Mably have a siz-
zling onscreen chemistry that makes one forget
that fact. One of the sweetest scenes between
the two of them is where she takes him to meet
her family over Thanksgiving break. Their first

The latest from the writer/director brother team
of Ethan and Joel Coen is no departure from
their usual dark comedy fare; Coen fans will not
want to miss this.

|Stephanie Hummel|

The plot  involves  a  seemingly mild-
mannered  p ro f e s so r  (Tom Hanks) ,  a
cas ino heis t ,  and an unusual  and ec-
centr ic  crew that  attemps to  execute  a
burglary  plan smoothly.  But  there  are
many obstacles  s tanding between the
professor,  hi s  crew and the money,  the
main one in the form of  the professor ’s
landlady (I rma P.  Hal l) .  What  result s
f rom these  c i rcumstances  i s  noth ing
short  o f  hi lar i ty.

Professor Dorr (Hanks) is a lover of Re-
naissance literature, and every word out of
his mouth drips with that Old English in-
fluence, meaning that every line made me
swoon. I wish more guys would talk like
something straight out of Shakespeare; it
would make any girl’s heart melt, just like
in the scene when Dorr recites Edgar Allan
Poe to a room full of enamored Baptist
church ladies.

The movie was good, but it followed the
guidelines of every other heist flick in the
last decade—the “expert” crew isn’t really
all that it’s cracked up to be, obstacles arise
in quick succession—just in time for a
laugh—and except for the twist at the end,
many of the film’s events are easily pre-
dicted. There are also plenty of bathroom
jokes to go around—one crew member has
I.B.S., Irritable Bowel Syndrome ... No, I’m
not making this up.

Hall proves to be a worthy adversary to
Dorr and his gang, and is the only fresh aspect
to be found. Also, the soundtrack is full of
good, old-fashioned Baptist church music
worth listening to.

So if the above sounds good to you, this
movie isn’t a big waste of $6. Otherwise, just
rent Ocean’s Eleven.

kiss, which the audience must patiently wait for,
appears so genuine that it seems less like two
actors kissing and more like the first step towards
true love.

The film has its wobbly moments, like
when Prince Edvard tries to blend into
American culture using ridiculous stereo-
types, and the use of several dizzying scenes
where the action cheesily whirls around the
young lovers, but overall the story and dia-
logue were strong. Especially poignant was
Edvard and Paige’s confrontation in the rain.
Mably was scorching hot in this movie, even
after being doused in that scene. Everyone—
especially me—cracked up at the tractor
races. It gave me Footloose déjà vu.

So, ladies, here’s yet another cute romantic
comedy to drag your poor boyfriends to. As for
you single gals out there, here’s a warning—not
all men with pinky rings turn out to be princes.
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The Man of Bronze, a “living statue” performance artist, amuses

students during lunch periods before spring break, sponsored by

the PTO and Upper Arlington Cultural Arts Commission. He gave

frights to innocent high-schoolers who walked too close for comfort.

photo courtesy|Luke Parmelee|

�

courtesy|Paramount Pictures|

courtesy|Touchstone Pictures|

The Ladykillers

The Prince and Me

pagefeature
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Summer flicks
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Newly remodeled shopping center offers diverse clothing, dining options for Arlington residents

Throughout the past year, the bland exterior of the previous Lane Av-
enue Shopping Center has gradually transformed into an aesthetically
appealing structure. The varying brick patterns and visible signage high-
light the wide array of stores and restaurants, some of which are new to
Lane Avenue, while others remained throughout the remodeling.

With the reopening of Lane Avenue Shopping Center, diners line the
walkways of the remodeled facilities, which proudly present their new
assortment of meal options. In contrast to the familiar food court, the
new outdoor-accessible restaurants provide quality meals on the go or for
a casual evening out.

The quick and popular lunch stop, Baja Fresh, prepares a variety of
Mexican dishes ready for takeout or eating in. Though the chain shares
numerous similarities with Chipotle, this “Mexican Grill” has a menu
that specializes in more than a burrito. Health-conscious patrons can ap-
preciate a salad or meal categorized under “Lifestyle Choices,” which fea-
tures high-protein and low-fat dishes. Some Baja Fresh meals include chips,
while others come with guacamole, rice or beans.

One of the first new businesses to open in the mall since its renova-
tion, Rusty Bucket, has attracted numerous customers. On a typical Fri-
day or Saturday evening, diners wander out of the restaurant and venture
into the surrounding shops while they wait for a table. Groups of two are
seated faster since a row of booths is designated specifically for smaller

parties. Upon being seated, a host personally greets the diners, a welcome
change from the informal seating methods most restaurants use. Inside
the small, wood-paneled area, tables encircle a central bar. TV viewing is
available at every imaginable angle, so avid sports fans can enjoy a game
while snacking on traditional “tailgate” food, such as wings and burgers.

According to the menu, Rusty Bucket features “pub-style food in a
casual sports setting.” The appropriately-titled starter “Fan Favorite” con-
sists of a bucket of wings served with celery sticks and bleu cheese dress-
ing. Diners opting for something lighter than such fare can munch on
Bucket Bites—a twist on the traditional hamburger. These “mini-burgers”
are served with all the appropriate toppings: onions and yellow cheddar,
with pickle chips as a finishing touch.

For the main meal, Rusty Bucket offers an array of sandwiches along
with a few unique, yet traditional dishes. Patrons can indulge in the simple
pleasure of macaroni and cheese revamped for the adult palate, for Rusty
Bucket mixes three kinds of noodles with cheddar cheese, Alfredo sauce
and tomatoes. For an additional flavor and “crunch,” kettle chips are
thrown on top, making the typical dish pleasantly original.

China Dynasty, a familiar restaurant at Lane Avenue, remained at the
mall throughout the rebuilding process and used the time to remodel its
space. The original China Dynasty shut down during reconstruction while
it added a new dining area, which is now open. With its recent Grand
Reopening scheduled over the April 22 weekend, the owners revealed a
new, modernized China Dynasty nearly twice its original size.

Though the menu has remained the same and Chinese flute mu-

Restaurants

Prom will leave a dent in the college funds
of men taking dates ... just kidding ladies.

The new stadium is now in stage two of
renovation. It will sport women’s and
visitor’s locker rooms in addition to a new
Hall of Fame for exceptional athletes.

�

The Talent Show Committee and community
await the news of the total funds raised to help
Afghani children. Over $600 was made from
the Penny Wars, alone.

With only one more Arlingtonian issue left
this year, readers will soon be forced to resort
to summer gossip for their news of UAHS.
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A walk down Lane Avenue, UA
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sic again entertains in the background, customers will be seeing
less of the traditional setting and more of a contemporary restau-
rant. The formerly romantic setting, complete with dimmed light-
ing and unique Chinese décor, has transformed into a more family-
oriented, casual environment.

Stores including Talbots and Chico’s have expanded in size and relo-
cated within Lane Avenue while other stores, such as Faze and Casual
Corner, remained at the mall throughout the renovation. All of these
stores specialize in women’s clothing and even more women’s clothing
stores have been added to Lane Avenue.

White House-Black Market, one of the newest additions to the shop-
ping center, sells only contrasting clothing options. Customers are sur-
rounded by nothing but white, off-white and black garments in this
classy boutique.

The store specializes in clothing and jewelry but also offers shoes, purses
and hats. Gifts like white and black picture frames and decorative minia-
ture stuffed animals are wrapped for free in boxes with nothing other
than white and black ribbon.

The friendly sales associates are more than willing to help, and the
spacious dressing rooms enhance customers’ comfort, providing a won-
derful shopping environment. The casual to formal clothing is high qual-
ity and fairly expensive—a fashionable tank top can cost up to $50.

Ann Taylor Loft, another women’s clothing store, has also moved in
at Lane Avenue, providing a colorful contrast to White House-Black
Market. Loft sells mostly casual attire as well as shoes and accessories.
All merchandise is high quality, though the Loft is considered a “bargain”

photos|Bailey Capelle|

Gregory K. Gerhard     President

960 Morse Rd. at I-71N.
Columbus, Ohio
43229-6212

gkgerhard@danielsbuickgmc.com
www.danielsbuickgmc.com

BUICK

We Service all GM and Saturn Vehicles & Do Collision Repairs on all Models.

Clothing

compared to other Ann Taylor stores. Price-wise, the Loft is divided into
two sections: to the left of the entrance is the more trendy clothing, and
to the right is the more casual clothing.

The shoe selection is somewhat limited, and obtaining help for a fit-
ting is difficult, as the sales associates are busily trying to meet the needs
of the store’s many patrons. Seats for a fitting are also hard to find, as
many of them are covered by other items of apparel, such as handbags.

Whether it be shoes, food or clothing, the renovated Lane Avenue Shop-
ping Center and its mix of established and newer UA businesses provides a
nearby option for virtually every shopper’s needs. From a rugged sports bar
to a classy boutique, it’s the perfect place to shop in UA. �

An array of shopping and dining options are now offered at Lane Avenue Shopping

Center. The recent renovation was aimed at attracting more UA shoppers.
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Though recent studies show teen

sexual activity to be decreasing,

UAHS students, community have

their own  perceptions of sex in UA

focus photo illustrations|Allie Kattoua|

increased from 55 percent in 1991 to 65 percent; for females the numbers rose
from 38 percent in 1991 to 51 percent.

School nurse Betty Giammar said she believes this trend is true in UA.
“Basically, I think [UAHS students are] pretty typical of what you

hear,” Giammar said. “I don’t think we’re any different in terms of teen-
age sexual behavior.”

Family physician and gynecologist Michelle Morris said she has not witnessed
a significant change in the amount of teenagers having sex, but has noticed a
change in the number of teenagers’ sexual partners.

“There has always been teenage sex, and there is not much difference now,”
Morris said. “However, I have noticed that now more teens are being sexually
active with more than one partner.”

Among her patients, Morris said she has confronted numerous instances of
such behavior.

“One of my patients is a 16-year-old girl who has been with five different
partners already,” she said. “This type of behavior scares and saddens me.”

Such behavior, Morris said, has led her to believe teenagers now have a differ-
ent perception of the significance of sex; she said they feel such an activity is not
as serious a commitment as it used to be.

“Most young people do believe they are ‘in love’ when they have sex,” Morris
said. “But the importance of such a commitment does not seem to register be-
cause many end up having sex with multiple partners.”

Giammar, however, holds a different opinion. She said such decisions are
very significant to teenagers, mostly occuring within serious relationships.

Se
xu

ali
ty

He sits amongst a group of male peers, listening to a discussion on their latest
escapades with their girlfriends. They teasingly challenge, “Have you had sex
yet?” Quickly considering his options, he decides it will be safer for his reputation
to just lie and say “Yes.”

Students across the nation are faced with such pressures, and though some
statistics show a lower percentage of sexually active high school students, many
still believe “everyone’s doing it.”

“American teenagers are having less sex and using more condoms,” states a
New York Times, March 7, 2004 article entitled In a Culture of Sex, More Teenag-
ers Today Are Striving for Restraint. The Center for Disease Control and Preven-
tion revealed in 2001, the number of high school males who had engaged in
sexual intercourse dropped from 60 percent in 1990 to 48 percent; for females,
the numbers dropped from 47 percent in 1990 to 43 percent. Furthermore, in
2001 the number of sexually active high school males reporting condom usage
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66% of students do not think oral sex is sex

77% think American culture
promotes promiscuity among teens

76% think UAHS health classes
should teach both abstinence and safe sex

68% think 0-25% of their friends have sex,
while only 11% say 76-100% do

“In adolescents, a lot of sexual behavior occurs between people in exclusive
relationships, which means that most do consider it a major commitment,”
she said.

However, junior Kelly Blewitt said students seem to believe sex has little
significance, which correlates to less commitment among couples who engage in
sexual activity.

“Students definitely take sex [more lightly] than it should be taken,” she said.
“I don’t think people realize the significance of it before they [have sex].”

One’s outlook on the significance of sex may change from when one enters
high school as a freshman and leaves as a senior, Giammar said. The increasing
age and maturity of students as they progress through high school is the most
likely reason for such a change.

“In ninth grade, sexual activity is based more on curiosity, trying to find an-
swers to questions like, ‘Who am I?’, ‘Do people find me attractive?’” Giammar
said. “Then as seniors, students may have a better sense of who they are [and]
what their goals are.”

Grade and age differences contribute both positively and negatively to stu-
dents in terms of peer pressure, Giammar said.

“I would think it’s easier for seniors not to get involved in sexual activity
because they know more of what they want in life, while freshmen may have a
harder time saying no, being more worried about their image and what people
think,” she said. “At the same time, more relationships are developed as time
goes on, and that may also complicate things; it’s a very complex issue.”

Junior Chad Simpson also said one’s age and grade impact students’ opinions
regarding sex.

“The pressure [to have sex] is much greater as kids get older, but also, they get
smarter too and are [better] able to make wise decisions,” he said.

In general, most people believe older students have more sex than younger
ones, freshman Daniel Adams said.

“I know that lots of freshmen are talking about it, but not actually going
through with it, while seniors do go through with it,” Adams said. “Younger
students think about [sex] more, older ones do it more.”

Morris also acknowledges a change in personal sexual opinions as one ad-
vances through high school.

“As people get older, they tend to feel less of a commitment to the partner
when they have sex,” she said. “Sex happens sooner in a relationship between older
people, especially after one or both of them has already been sexually active.”

Giammar said she also agrees with the CDC
study in that the use of contraceptives and pro-
tection is increasing among adolescents who are
sexually active.

“[For] those who are in exclusive relationships,
I think there is a high percentage of students
who are using some form of birth control or
protection,” she said. “I am basing this off of
the fact that we don’t have a high number
of teenage pregnancies at our school.”

Though visible pregnancies are rare
in UA, this does not mean sex does
not occur, or that all students are
taking the necessary precautions.
Giammar said abortion and the
morning-after pill may be
used by teenagers to resolve
unwanted pregnancies.

Sophomore Natalie
House said she does
not think many
people use protection
when engaging in sex.

“I have some friends
who had to go to Planned

Parenthood to get morning-after pills because they didn’t use a condom,” she said.
“This just shows that students are not being careful enough about having sex.”

According to the Planned Parenthood web site, the morning-after pill is
offered at all Planned Parenthood health centers. Females can walk in for an
appointment and after health screening by licensed physician, be prescribed the
pill for a $70 fee.

Despite the ease with which people can obtain morning-after pills, House
said she knows some students who do use contraception, with birth control pills
being more common than the use of condoms.

“In many ways, birth control pills are more easily acquired,” she said. “Many
parents supply the pills themselves because lots of girls are using the excuse that
they need it for acne or menstrual problems.”

However, Morris said she thinks use of protection has increased, but she
warns that may not be enough to prevent STDs or pregnancies.

“Most cases of unwanted pregnancies and STDs occur to people who do
in fact use protection,” she said. “Usually, these problems happen due to a
mistake, or ‘accident’ in the use of protection, whether it’s a broken con-
dom, or a forgotten pill.”

Many blame the media, from advertisements and magazines to movies and
TV shows, for teenage promiscuity. Some movies marketed towards teens, such
as the 1999 hit American Pie, premise their entire plot around adolescent charac-
ters’ goal to lose their virginity.

These portrayals of high school students as unpopular  because they have not
had sex leave teenagers in the real world believing they must fill the role the
media portrays, Giammar said.

“Multiple TV shows, such as Friends and Sex and the City, leave teenagers
believing sexual behavior is OK,” she said. “Some of those shows aren’t ap-
propriate for [children]; I wouldn’t want a 17-year-old to adapt to that kind
of behavior.”

Though the media plays a major motivational factor in teens’ sexual activ-
ity, Planned Parenthood community health educator Sara Frantz said the me-
dia only reveals one small aspect of sex.

“Influence in media doesn’t talk about the conse-
quences of having sex,” Frantz said. “[You] see on TV
‘Sex is great,’ and you’re not seeing the consequences
of it. You don’t see a pregnancy or people talking about
getting STDs. I think to some extent, that makes kids

less aware of these potential consequences.”
Senior Amy Myser also said the media  unre-

alistically conveys the prevalence of adolescent
sexual activity.

“Sex is shown everywhere in the media,”
she said. “The media portrays teens having

sex so often that teens begin feeling like
it’s normal. They feel like it’s a natural

thing to do at this age because of the
images portrayed in movies.”

Peer pressure also plays a large
role in encouraging teenagers to

engage in sexual activity, Frantz
said. In middle school and high

school, students feel the
need to conform to every-
one else, she said.

“Many people buy into
the whole ‘Everybody’s doing it’

Motivations

source|April 2, 2004 voluntary Arlingtonian homeroom survey of 483 students|graphic|Yeye Zhang|

STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS

38% of students think 76-100% of UAHS sexually-active teens
use contraception during intercourse

Recent Arlingtonian survey reveals UAHS students’ views on sex

Story continued on next page.
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perception,” Frantz said. “In teens, perception of their
friends is very important. If they think all their friends
are having sex, they will be much more likely to initiate
sex, but if they think their peers aren’t [having sex], stu-
dents will be much less likely to.”

Student Anne* said she believed everyone else was
doing it, but later impressing her boyfriends became the
main motivation for continuing to be sexually active.

“I never had sex to be cool in front of [my] peers,”
Anne said. “I had sex to be cool in front of the guys.”

Student Mark* said he started having sex with his
girlfriend after they had been dating for about a year.
Despite the media’s portrayal of sexually-active teens, he
said he felt most influenced by his peers, though he said
they did not sway his decision.

“Guys would ask me how many times I had had sex
[with my girlfriend] before we had even started think-
ing about it,” Mark said. “Guys seemed to look at it like
it was a trophy instead of what two people decide to
do.” (See related story on page 13)

Mark said the length of his relationship with his girl-
friend was the major factor in deciding to have sex.

Senior Jeff Nein said he thinks the longer adoles-
cents continue a romantic relationship, the more likely
the couple will decide to have sex.

“Because of the length of the relationship, a couple
may think they’re in love, so it’s easier for them to ex-
periment than it would be for a couple who wasn’t dat-
ing very long,” Nein said. “People want to know and are
curious [about sex], so being in a longer relationship is a
great excuse for people to experiment.”

Nein said he also thinks people have sex for the bond
it creates afterward.

“The people who have sex seem to be more emo-
tionally attached afterward,” Nein said. “It seems [be-
coming emotionally attached] would be human nature,
especially after something so intimate.”

Mark said when he and his girlfriend started having
sex, their relationship grew closer emotionally.

“Having sex brought our relationship to a whole new
level. We felt closer afterward and much more intimate,”
Mark said. “It added a whole new physical and emo-
tional aspect to our relationship.”

Giammar said a healthy sexual attitude for teens is to
abstain from sexual activity.

“I don’t feel [sexual activity] is physically or emotion-
ally healthy,” she said. “A healthy sexual attitude is get-
ting to know yourself and developing strong, supportive
relationships with males and females. Obviously, we are
going to have exclusive relationships, but when the fo-
cus becomes sexual activity, it sometimes threatens the
relationships.”

The students who are in exclusive relationships are
more likely to be sexually active than students who ca-
sually date people within a group, Giammar said.

“When students date within their group of friends,
they’re more likely to just casually date than be exclu-
sive,” Giammar said. “This method is quite healthy be-

Story continued from previous page.
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cause the students are less apt to be sexually involved.”
While the media, peer pressure and length of a relationship are all major

factors in motivating teens to have sex, Giammar said alcohol and drugs can play
a role as well because they impair judgement.

Myser said she thinks the cause and effect problem of alcohol and sex only
occasionally happens, but it is still a factor.

“Alcohol can impair people’s judgement,” Myser said. “It would be easier for
people to make mistakes while under the influence.”

Although drugs never played a role in her sexual activity, Anne she said she
considers alcohol and drugs a major cause of high school students having sex.

“I have never done illegal drugs and alcohol has played a minimal role in
me having sex with someone,” Anne said. “However, I know a lot of people
who have [had] sex with guys they wouldn’t have [had sex with] if they had
been sober.”

As health programs starting in middle school have preached, sex can lead to
many problems including sexually-transmitted diseases and pregnancy.

Anne, though aware of the potential repercussions, said she continued to
have sex. It was not until she became pregnant that she realized the severity of
her actions.

“I got pregnant and decided with my boyfriend that we were not ready to
have a child and aborted the pregnancy,” Anne said. “We weren’t using condoms,
and I was not on the pill. We were using the ‘pull out’ method. It obviously does
not work.”

Though the “pull out method” is not a valid form of protection, Giammar
said, pregnancy is not a common occurrence among students at UAHS because
they use valid methods of contraception. But in Anne’s case, valid protection
was not used, thus increasing her chances of getting pregnant.

“[Pregnancy] is happening [at UAHS], but not often,” Giammar said. “We
just don’t see it often due to a high percentage in protection use [among sexually-
active students].”

Because pregnancy in the high school is such a rarity, Anne said she believed
it could never happen to her.

“At first I denied to myself and to my boyfriend that I was pregnant, but
when my period was late I took a pregnancy test to make myself feel better,
thinking that I was just stressed and that was why I was late,” Anne said. “Then
the test [came back] positive and I panicked. I cried a lot, I was shaking and had
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Boys are encouraged by society and their peers to be sexually active,

while girls who engage in sexual activities are considered “trashy.”

This example of a double standard stereotype is an accurate

representation of the reality at UAHS according to an April 2

homeroom survey. Thirty-six percent of students surveyed said

males and females are treated differently after having sex.

Forty-nine percent of boys and 70 percent of girls believe boys

receive a different message about sex and pregnancy than girls, ac-

cording to a February 2004 study from the National Campaign to Pre-

vent Teen Pregnancy. Community health educator from Planned

Parenthood Sara Frantz said this reveals the double standard clearly

present in schools and society.

“If a guy has sex with lots of girls, he’s a ‘stud,’” she said. “But a

girl who has sex with lots of guys is perceived as a slut or easy.”

This situation was experienced by UA student Anne *. She said

UAHS girls acted rudely toward her, though no such comments were

made by UAHS boys to her sexual partner.

“My friends who had not had sex before treated me differently,”

Anne said. “They seemed really disappointed in me and made de-

rogatory comments, inferring that they thought I was a slut. All of my

boyfriend’s friends never said anything like that to him. They didn’t

really care ... [or he] got congratulated for it.”

Though Anne was directly victimized by the double standard, she

admitted she also acts contradictorily regarding promiscuous males

and females.

“If I hear a girl has been with several guys, I think she’s a slut,” she

said. “But if a guy has been with several girls, I don’t even think twice.

It almost sounds normal … It’s the environment we’re raised in: girls

are supposed to never do anything with a guy and guys are supposed

to [be sexually active].”

This dual stance can be explained by evaluating traditional gender

roles, senior Amanda Royse said.

“Even in the ‘50s, the stereotype was that guys would want to

have sex but marry someone who hadn’t,” she said. “They’d want to

hang out with [promiscuous girls], but that in the end, they would

want someone who didn’t have that ‘loose’ reputation.”

A National Public Radio study revealed 44 percent of 1,759

respondants said males should wait until they are married to

have sex, while 47 percent said females should wait until they

are married.

Both health teachers Stacey Hoover and Denny Martin

agreed that the double standard has lessened for males

throughout the years.

“It’s OK for [guys] not to have sex, ... until they’re married, even

though there’s still some of that pressure [to be sexually active],”

Hoover said.

Though males may be more comfortable waiting until mar-

riage, Frantz said she does not see women experiencing more sexual

equality. In fact, she said American culture has actually regressed

in its acceptance of female sexuality.

“In recent years, our country has grown more conservative in talk-

ing about sex and sexuality. It’s a very taboo topic compared to Euro-

pean nations … It’s just not something you talk about,” Frantz said.

“Yes, women are advancing in other areas, like college acceptance

and the workforce, but in terms of sex, I don’t think we’re in equality

or getting anywhere. Especially in movies and popular music, there’s

still so much showing women getting subjected [to discrimination],

and it’s only getting more graphic instead of less.”

Repercussions

�

Sexual stereotypes: Males, females confront
double standard

Story continued on next page.
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“I did not have sexual relations with that woman.” These infamous

words from former-President Bill Clinton raised the debate of what

constitutes sex to the national level.

Clinton’s affair with Monica Lewinsky—“that woman”— opened the

discussion regarding oral sex, the sexual behavior teenagers are increas-

ingly engaging, according to Planned Parenthood community health edu-

cator Sara Frantz.

 Frantz said she considers oral sex ‘sex’ because of the similarity in

potential consequences of engaging in oral sex and sexual intercourse.

“Oral sex is certainly a sexual activity, because it is something you

can get STDs from,” Frantz said. “One

huge problem [we] are seeing now is kids

coming in [to Planned Parenthood] with

STDs in their mouths and throats be-

cause of having unprotected oral sex.”

Though 34 percent of UAHS students

who participated in a voluntary

Arlingtonian survey would disagree,

sophomore Autumn West said she also

considers oral sex to be sex.

“The only difference between oral

sex and sex is that you can’t get preg-

nant,” she said. “Other than that, the people engaged can get STDs,

and the act has the same emotional impact.”

However, UAHS student Anne* said she engages in oral sex and does

not consider it psychologically equivalent to sex.

“After having sex with someone, you feel intimately close to that

person,” she said. “With oral sex you feel close, but it’s not the same

intimacy and not on the same level.”

However, the issue of STDs is not a significant concern in the UA

community, senior Joey Doyle said. Students here are more concerned

with pregnancy, which makes oral sex more appealing than intercourse,

he explained.

“Though [oral sex] is not perfectly free of STDs, STDs aren’t as big

a deal in our little bubble of UA,” Doyle said. “For the most part, kids

in UA don’t have STDs, so it’s not a problem. There’s no need for

protection. Why would you protect against something that’s not an

issue? The only issue is pregnancy, and that’s why people have gravitated

to oral sex. Obviously they’re not going to get pregnant doing oral sex,

but they still get gratification from it.”

Despite Doyle’s belief that UA is STD free, Frantz said she has seen

many UAHS students affected by STDs in the Planned Parenthood clinics.

However, she agreed the risk of pregnancy is a greater concern for them.

Many students do not entirely understand the risk of STDs incurred

from oral sex, senior Scott Wang said.

“I was shocked when I found out people can get STDs from oral sex,”

Wang said. “Teenagers don’t think about the risks of STDs, especially since

they don’t think of pregnancy as a con-

sequence of oral sex. People think oral

sex is so harmless, they wouldn’t take

the consequences of not using protec-

tion into consideration.”

This philosophy is true for Anne,

who said she does not use protec-

tion when engaging in oral sex.

“People tell you to use protection

while you have intercourse, but not

so much during oral sex, so it’s not in

your mind to automatically use pro-

tection,” she said. “There is not a huge emphasis on the STDs possible from

oral sex because oral sex is typically seen as not having the same conse-

quences. In school, most of the sex education is focused on intercourse.”

(See related story on page 16)

Oral sex is a sexual activity not included in the term “sex,” freshman

Mara Rovin said.

“Oral sex is not really sexual intercourse; it’s more of a sexual act,”

Rovin said. “I differentiate between oral sex and sex, because I’ve never

heard of anyone getting pregnant from oral sex or getting tons of STDs

from oral sex. Sex is being able to produce a child.”

Despite the act’s inability to create a baby, Hoover said she considers

oral sex a type of sex.

“It’s not penetration-sex, but it is a form of sex,” she said. “If

we’re talking about whether a girl can still be a virgin if she gives oral

sex to a boy, technically: yes. But can she pick up STDs from doing oral

As teens claim oral sex is not ‘sex, health centers cite increa

”
“I still think about whether it was a boy or a

girl, what we would have named it, what it
would have looked like and who it would
have become. For a long time I had a hard
time forgiving myself.

—Student Anne*

”“
—Planned Parenthood educator Sara Frantz

One huge problem [we] are seeing now is
kids coming in [to Planned Parenthood]
with STDs in their mouths and throats
because of having unprotected oral sex.

no idea what to do. I told my boyfriend and we went to Planned Parenthood
together to verify the test. The entire time I prayed that it was negative. What
hurt the most was that my boyfriend didn’t even look at me. He looked at the
floor the entire time. The Planned Parenthood test was positive.”

After becoming pregnant, Anne said she had to decide whether or not to
keep the baby and had to consider her age, her boyfriend and her future into
the decision.

“Planned Parenthood explained our
options, and we decided that there was no
way we could keep the child. I still had
senior year [of high school], and if his par-
ents found out they wouldn’t pay for his
college,” she said. “On the way home I
made the call to schedule my abortion. I
couldn’t focus on anything I did; I was al-
ways thinking about it and just wanted ev-
erything to be over.”

After deciding to have an abortion,
Anne said Planned Parenthood helped her through the necessary steps,
both physically and emotionally, to ensure she would be capable of endur-
ing the abortion.

“The [Planned Parenthood] education [session] took me through an ultra-
sound to make sure I was actually pregnant and to make sure the embryo was in
the uterus and not the fallopian tube,” Anne said. “They told me all of the risks,
one of which was death, that could happen during the abortion.”

Despite a local anesthetic, Anne said the experience was excruciating.
“It was the most painful physical thing I have ever been through. It felt like

someone was ripping me apart from the inside out,” she said.
Though a pregnancy can result from sexual activity, Giammar said STDs

are more prevalent.
“The likelihood of STDs among sexually

active teens is common,” she said. “Recently,
HIV is contracted [more] during the adoles-
cent years, but is not diagnosed until tested
when a person’s in their 20s.”

Physical effects of sexual activity are discussed
in health classrooms, but Giammar said the emo-
tional effects are more significant.

“Emotionally, [sex] takes a larger toll on
students than physically because of all the at-
tachments and bonds made between the

couple,” she said.
Anne said she agreed that the emotional baggage of her pregnancy was one

of the most difficult aspects of the entire situation.

Story continued from previous page.
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The debate over whether sex education should be taught in schools is over: a Feb-

ruary 2004  poll conducted by National Public Radio, the Kaiser Family Foundation

and the Kennedy School of Government found 92 percent of Americans thought sex

education should be taught in public schools.

Schools across the nation, including UAHS, are struggling with how to address

this issue. They face a variety of choices, complicated by abstinence curriculum

requirements for federal funding, and varying state and lo-

cal regulations, restrictions and state-

mandated lessons.

The NPR survey found 15 percent

of Americans favor abstinence-only

education, 46 percent favor an absti-

nence-plus approach and 36 percent fa-

vor a comprehensive curriculum.

Upper Arlington has taught an ab-

stinence only curriculum since 1997,

when the Ohio Legislature passed House Bill 189, which requires “public school

venereal disease education to emphasize abstinence from sexual activity,” health

teacher Stacey Hoover said.

“Nothing is 100 percent safe except abstinence,” Hoover said. “As a school,

our responsibility is to help students be able to make the decisions that are

going to be beneficial to their health ... We are very adamant about teaching

the kids that they are not safe, that there is no such thing as safe sex.”

Hoover said she spends a

week on STDs, including a day of

intense lecturing presentations

and four days of getting the stu-

dents involved in discussion about

STD effects and prevention. She

explains the importance of test-

ing for STDs by showing graphic

photos of the effects of STDs on

human reproductive organs.

Hoover said she also teaches

about the emotional aspects of sex

and about forms of contraception

in their role as birth control only.

Sara Frantz, Planned Parent-

hood Community Health Educator,

said UA should teach a compre-

hensive sex education program.

“We should talk about

abstinence and definitely

stress abstinence, but also

talk about the things to do

to prevent STDs and preg-

nancies [for those who are

sexually active],” Frantz

said. “Three fourths of

adults and 60 percent of

teenagers wish high schoolers were getting more information about ab-

stinence and contraception rather than one or the other.”

Seniors Bethany Cambell and Jill Huddleston initially began their Christopher Pro-

gram senior project with the intent of changing UAHS’s health curriculum from absti-

nence only to abstinence plus, but then decided to focus on the societal attitudes.

“Ideally, our school would teach abstinence plus,” Cambell said. “But our school is

doing a better job than I thought in teaching people about the dangers of having sex as

a teen ... Still, lots of teens are having sex, so there’s obviously still a problem.”

Young adults aged 15 to 24, comprising one quarter of sexually experienced

Americans, accounted for one half of all sexually transmitted diseases in 2000, or

more than nine million cases according to an article entitled “Sexually Transmitted

Diseases Among American Youth: Incidence and Prevelance” appearing in the Janu-

ary/February 2004 issue of Perspectives in Sexual and Reproductive Health by Hillard

Weinstock of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Caution or condoms?

sex? You bet.”

Other motivations for engaging in oral sex can include peer pres-

sure and societal factors, according to Franz.

“There are definitely societal influences in engaging in sexual be-

havior, but it’s not specifically centered around engaging in oral sex,”

Frantz said. “At another suburban school, there are clubs for girls who

award a certain number of points for each sexual activity, and differ-

ent numbers for different grade levels, and different points for the

behaviors and who they did it to.”

Frantz attributes this behavior partially to the ‘‘loose’’ attitude

many people have regarding oral sex.

“There are ‘head parties’ where the guys line up in a row, and the

girls go down each row giving each guy oral sex,” she said. “It’s a one-

sided thing, where the girls are performing oral sex on the guys—it’s

not like then they reverse. Predominantly it’s girls performing oral sex

on guys; it’s very unequal in terms of who’s receiving oral sex.”

Being in a party environment under the influence of substances can

also encourage such behaviors, Royse said.

“Oral sex is more prevalent at parties under the influence [of alco-

hol] than with people in long-term relationships,” she said. “It’s more

of a party activity. Sex isn’t as much of a party activity, so oral sex is

less of a big deal.”

The debate over what is denoted by the term “sex” has spread to

the term “abstinence.” Some individuals in the medical community,

such as Miller, argue abstinence is the absence of sexual intercourse,

while other individuals consider abstinence the absence of all sexual

behavior, Royse said.

“Technically, you could be “abstinent” while engaging in oral sex,”

she said. “But I’m pretty religious, and for me, that would not be

abstinence. But for somebody thinking medically or technically, then

it would be.”

These terms must be defined by each individual, Frantz said. How-

ever, Planned Parenthood provides an established definition.

“The definition we use for abstinence is, ‘the only 100 percent

way to prevent a pregnancy and STDs,’ so engaging in oral sex is not

abstinent,” Frantz said. “However, people have totally different

views, and so it’s important to define for yourself.”

ase in oral transmission of STDs

�

�

“Emotionally it tears you apart. I still think about whether it was a boy
or a girl, what we would have named it, what it would look like and who it
could have become. For a long time I had a hard time forgiving myself, and
my parents found out what happened and offered me support by telling me
to look to my future. I had to forgive myself to make the most of things
now,” Anne said. “I’d like to think that I have forgiven myself. I don’t
think that I made the wrong choice in the abortion. There was no right or
wrong to me; it was not time for me to have a child. I think I made the
wrong choice in having unprotected sex, but you always think that it could
never happen to you.”

American Studies teacher Joanie Zeigler said in some cases, girls who expe-
rience an unwanted pregnancy have difficulty making the right decision re-
garding whether or not to have the baby.

“When young women who find themselves in these situations [pregnancies],
they can only see what is happening now,” she said. “But in reality there’s so
much more emotional baggage than anticipated, so their decision on what to do
with the pregnancy isn’t always a well-thought-out decision because of the stress.”

Teenage sexuality is a multi-faceted topic that will continue to inspire dis-
cussion among adolescents and adults alike. Debates regarding the significance
of sex, pressures that may lead to sex, and the repercussions of sex may all
confront teenagers as they become sexually active.

Katy Conrad also contributed to this article.

photo illustrations|Bailey Capelle|

Abstinence only—Absti-
nence is the only op-
tion. 30% of schools use
this approach.

Abstinence plus—Balanced
information stressing absti-
nence, but also provides in-
formation on contraception
and protection. 47% of
schools use this approach.

Comprehensive sex educa-
tion—Focuses on making
responsible decisions to use
contraception.  20% of
schools use this approach.

source|National Public Radio|

SPECTRUM

OF SEX EDUCATION
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Spring sports start strong with

fresh attitudes, victorious records
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Top Left: Senior Jessica Mullenix hits a grounder down the third base line during the

Thomas Worthington game April 5, which ended with a win of 16-0.

Middle Left: Junior Joe Dewey looks to dodge his Dublin Coffman defender April 14 at

the boys lacrosse game. The Bears won 15-5.

Bottom Left: At the April 13 boys volleyball game against Pickerington North, junior

AJ Zeno sets the ball to fellow teammate junior Luc Nutter. The Bears won in the

fourth match out of five.

Bottom Center: Junior Jessica Widmayer competes in the high jump event at the

Watkins Alumni Relays April 17, where the Bears came in first in the overall meet.

Bottom Right: Junior Abby Goodwin outruns her three opponents in a strategic play

during the April 16 game against Lake Forest. With a 15-8 win, the girls lacrosse

team achieved an 11-0 record.

Top Right: After the pitch by senior Eric Hartfelder, junior Austin Henry prepares to

catch the ball. The boys baseball team won against Thomas Worthington 6-0 April 5.

sports
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While Nationwide Arena is best known as

the home of the NHL’s Columbus

Bluejackets, it has recently become home

to another professional sports team. The Co-

lumbus Destroyers, the newest team in the

Arena Football League, recently began its

first season as Columbus’ first professional

football team.

According to the Destroyers web site, the

team is comprised of players from various col-

leges around the country. Some of them are

from elite college football programs in the U.S.

Six coaches, each specializing in differ-

ent positions, lead the Destroyers. Earl Bruce

serves as head coach and general manager

|Chloe Tiberi|

Students, community members anticipate UA stadium’s upgrades

During the fall and spring seasons, the Marv Moorheard Memorial Stadium
is occupied nearly every night with UA athletes playing sports and fans
cheering them on. These fans and community members have recently be-
gun a project to renovate this UA landmark.

Eight UAHS sports teams practice and compete in the stadium, making
it the most-used facility in UA, according to “Rebuilding for the Future,” a
pamphlet issued by the steering committee for the renovation.

The structure, built in 1967, is planned to receive a much needed up-
grade this June, athletic director Chris Potts said.

Currently, there is no girls’ locker room and UAHS cannot hold tour-
naments because the visitor’s locker room is considered inadequate by the
Ohio High School Athletic Association, the pamphlet states. Txhe con-
course underneath the stadium is dimly illuminated and unprotected from
rain or snow. Also, the ticket booths and gates at each of the stadium’s
entrances are in need of repair and the gravel paths leading to the stands
need to be paved.

The steering committee hopes to construct a Walk of Fame with a portion of
the money raised. It will recognize athletic achievement and donors who have
made a tremendous impact on the school and community, Potts said.

“The Walk of Fame will honor people who have contributed to the sta-
dium financially, as well as past state champions of UA,” he said.

Junior Josie Lee said that she thinks the stadium renovation will draw
more students and community members to athletic events, considering the
excitement surrounding the new turf field last year.

“I was really impressed with the new field; it looked professional,” Lee
said. “I think the stadium renovation is necessary, too. The restrooms and
everything underneath the stands are in really bad shape.”

Junior football player Alex Almario said the new stadium will draw cu-
rious community members and students to football games, as well as to other
athletic events held in the Marv Moorhead Memorial Stadium.

“People are going to be anxious to see how the stadium has improved
and what has been changed,” he said. “I know last season the new field drew
excited fans to come to the games and see the turf.”

Potts said people will want to see the new stadium upon its completion
and thereby raise attendance at athletic events.

“There is a lot of community pride involved in this project. The community
will want to see what they have donated money to,” Potts said. “After the reno-
vation, UA will have one of the best stadium facilities in Ohio.”

while Jim Lachey and Pete Costanza, who

also work with the Destroyer’s offense, as-

sist him. Coach Bobby Oliver also helps

Costanza as the wide receiver coach of the

Destroyers. Weylan Harding leads the De-

stroyers’ as the defensive coordinator. Coach

Tim Lichtenberg assists Harding as the line-

backer coach and also serves as the special

teams coach.

Senior Tommy McShane said he has been to

two games this season and had an enjoyable time.

“The games have been very exciting,”

McShane said. “I have been playing football

since elementary school and I follow college

and professional football very closely.”

McShane said people unfamiliar with

football should still attend games be-

cause of the interactions with the crowd.

“During the game, the players occa-

sionally dive into the crowd to make a

play,” he said. “It is also fun to try to catch

footballs thrown from the game.”
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300 E. Town Street
Suite 400
566-9683

Education that WORKS.

Tom Robbins,
Associate Professor,

Architecture.

“And, what we teach comes from the kind
of experiences we’ve had in various professions
in that real world. I’ve always enjoyed sharing
my experiences with my students. Columbus State
is all about bringing actual work experience to the
students — it’s one of our greatest strengths.”

For more on how to
make a Columbus State
education work for you,
call 614-287-5353 or
visit their website
at www.cscc.edu.

We’re here
to teach.“ ”
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Fifty. The age perceived as finally going over the hill.
The age one is considered “old” by naive youth. The
age when the boy in the checkout line of the gro-
cery store starts saying “ma’am.” Fifty. The age all
teenagers dread, and the age that usually brings an
unforgettable lifetime experience: the notorious mid-
life crisis. Some teenagers anticipate their mid-life
crisis, awaiting their new Ferrari or Porsche. Others
dread the thought of being as old as
their parents, while the rest of the
teenage population is too caught up
in the parties, the concerts and the
other aspects of being “young” to
think about the future. But it was
this mid-life crisis which caused one
woman to open the doorway for
generations of UA art students to
exhibit their artwork.

Welcome to the life of UA resi-
dent Diane Maute. The recently-
turned 50-year-old decided her life
needed a little change, and the cozy
space on Fishinger Road next to
W.G. Grinder’s compelled Maute
to begin this huge project.

“The space was by my house,”
Maute said. “It was calling me. Here
is this empty space, and it needs me
to do something with it.”

Since January 2004, Maute
has been in control of all the nec-
essary remodeling for her gallery.
The process involved work rang-
ing from attaining large loans from banks and
hiring contractors, to opening up the drop ceil-
ing to install a new ventilation system. The title
of Maute’s gallery is Ursus Art Gallery, inspired
by UA’s Golden Bear mascot.

“Ursus is Latin for bear, and we’re the Golden Bears,”
she said. “I thought the name was appropriate.”

Dedication to Arlington is not only displayed
through the gallery’s name but also through Maute’s
intentions for the gallery. Unlike the galleries one
may find in the Short North, Ursus is designed to
exhibit only Arlington artists’ work.

“Ursus will showcase artists from professionals
all the way down to student artists,” Maute said.
“[One UA student] has already booked her senior
presentation in my gallery. Also, seniors from OSU
are showing their senior work [here].”

Maute created the gallery with the inten-
tion of showing students’ work, and she invited

students to design her gallery. After Maute ap-
proached fine arts department chair Alicia
McGinty searching for student volunteers, se-
nior Matt Kohr offered to assist her in painting
a mural on the front window using his own origi-
nal ideas.

“[Maute] needed her window painted and I
had a few ideas,” Kohr said. “I had been working

on a style of city scape. I had to use that style—
but in different ways [for the mural]—and plan
for a much larger size.”

The window mural is a temporary piece
Maute wanted to conceal the interior construc-
tion, Kohr said.

Though the artwork is not permanent, Kohr
considered the project large enough to select an
assistant. Kohr chose junior Dan Wickerham, a
Studio Art classmate. Wickerham said he was
thrilled to work with Kohr on the project, and
also honored that Kohr wanted him to work on
the mural.

“Matt is sort of like the senior in our class who
everyone looks up to,” Wickerham said. “I was glad
he chose me.”

According to Kohr, he and Wickerham worked
for approximately eight to nine hours over a two-
day period. The time and effort were worthwhile,

Wickerham said.
“It was my first experience of working with a gal-

lery space,” he said. “Even if it wasn’t exactly my
own artwork, I was at least part of it.”

Both students said they were excited for the gal-
lery to open. Ursus is the first opportunity for stu-
dents to display their artwork in an environment
separate from school.

Wickerham said he admires Maute for starting
the gallery.

“[The gallery] is a really big space and she has the
best of intentions,” he said “She’s really ambitious
and it’s cool she’s following her dream. I think it’s
amazing she’s willing to put students’ work in her
gallery. It will be an outside outlet for students to get
their work out.”

McGinty also values Maute’s  contribution to
the community in creating the gallery. McGinty said

she credits Maute for her skill and
thinks Ursus will be a success.

“I think [Maute] will make
it a huge success,” McGinty said.
“Her ideas are fresh and she has
lots of energy and drive to cre-
ate an inviting space. She’s or-
ganized and creative, two impor-
tant traits.”

Kohr said he wished he had
more time to display his work in
the gallery before he graduates this
spring. Ursus, however, will be valu-
able to underclassmen, he said.

“I’ve never had an opportunity
to show work in an art gallery be-
cause it’s so hard to get into the gal-
leries in the Short North,” Kohr
said. “I think for future classes,
[Ursus] will be a nice asset to have.”

Maute said she is just as excited
to work with students as they are to
work with her.

“I’m trying to include as much
young energy as I can because I’m

old and I need some youth around me,” she said.
Ursus’ grand opening will be May 14 and 15 with

free admission. The opening includes a silent auc-
tion containing some works from UAHS student
artists. Every piece presented will be from an Ar-
lington artist.

Maute said she holds no expectations for the
gallery, but instead will let it the community dictate
its future.

“[Ursus] is going to go the way the community
and interest takes it,” Maute said. “I’m going to let
the community do what it wants.”

Ursus will provide a strong connection between
the community and students while encouraging ap-
preciation of local artists.

“I think it will become a strong link between
students and the community,” Maute said. “It could
become a place where students can talk about art as
well as profit from art.”

Window

Picture of hte
gallery

|Allie D’Aurora|

Opportunity

Above is the mural decorating the outside window of Ursus. Senior Matt Kohr and

junior Dan Wickerham spent two days painting it for gallery founder Diane Maute.

photo|Bailey Capelle|
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UA resident builds new art gallery for Arlington artists
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Rocking back and forth in front of his piano, Ben Folds channeled the
first sounds of the night to an enthusiastic audience. Suddenly, the music
stopped … “What are the words to this song?” Folds laughingly muttered
into the microphone during a verse of “Zak and Sara,” his opening tune.
The crowd cheered ecstatically and voices all around the floor vehemently
claimed Ben Folds was “da man.” Instead of remembering the lyrics, Folds
stopped singing completely and began a jazz improvisation on the piano
with fingers flying faster than a hummingbird’s wings until the error had
been comfortably glossed over. One wonders, at what concert does the
crowd hoot and holler with such excitement and compassion towards
the performer when he forgets parts of his own song? The answer came
that night when Ben Folds played solo in the John Carroll Gymna-
sium April 2 in Cleveland.

Folds has always been a powerful performer, especially with his  self-
titled band Ben Folds Five, which broke up in 2000. Now he travels with
a backup band for his self-titled tours. But the average ticket-holder to
his performance at John Carroll might have been apprehensive when
only Folds walked out, sat at his grand piano and simply said, “Hello.”

That is the beautiful effectiveness of Folds’ showmanship, which
is not displayed anywhere better than when he performs alone.
Though the intensity of the band was untouchable at his 2002
show at the Newport Music Hall, his personality and stage pres-
ence has never been more entertaining than at John Carroll. Much
like the desperate crew from Columbus that put 180
miles on their odometer just to see him, his ability to
never disappoint a crowd is partly due to the faithful
Folds’ following.

The gymnasium, packed with Ben Folds fans from across
the campus, housed enough young and intense energy to
ignite a small nuclear warhead. Before the show, students
and other eager concert-goers tried with little success to
mingle to the front of the stage area. These people, how-
ever, seemed to miss the concept that every other Folds’
fanatic wanted a close up view just as fervently. However,
the only explosion was the aural spectacle Folds’ unleashed.
After the opening song had finished, he continued to pull
songs from Rockin the Suburbs, his solo studio album. Upon
announcing he would play a more upbeat version of the
title track to that album, apprehension surfaced yet again.
But as the last chords rang to the piano punk-rock ballad, amazement at
his artistic and musical mixture of subtly raw power could be found in the
gawking and shouting heard around the gym.

Folds not only delivered a powerful performance April 2, he also de-
livered inspiration to every college and high school student in the crowd.
With a remarkable talent like his and a smile that could smooth talk a
British headmistress into submission, Folds carried on his legacy of never
disappointing an audience.

With spring and summer approaching,

concert tours grow more appealing to students.

Below are reviews of two spring concerts; one, a

more popular band, and the other an artist at the

beginning of his career.

When I went to buy Damien Rice’s immensely successful major-label de-
but last year, O, I was surprised to find it categorized under Folk music,
not the expected Pop/Rock. Rice has brought his Celtic-influenced acous-
tic guitar music from Ireland into the mainstream, and it certainly de-
serves the accolade it is receiving.

Rice played at Bogart’s in Cincinnati, a more urban version of
Promowest, on April 10. The brick, bar-style venue has been around for
several decades and meshes well with the local college scene.

The opening act, The
Frames, also hails from Ire-
land. For the most part, they
were overly loud, unsuccess-
fully attempting to combine
Celtic and hard rock music.

Rice’s entrance onstage
brought a bit of a shock. Un-
like recent pictures with neat
hair, he now sports a mohawk.
The haircut’s stereotype
clashed with the genre of mu-
sic, but the music soon proved
to be even bolder than the hair.

The songs that were played
acoustically with a cello player,

“Delicate,” “Older Chests,” “Amie” and
“Cannonball,” were absolutely beautiful.
Some artists record difficult vocals and have
trouble later reproducing them onstage, but
not Rice; he remained on pitch for the en-
tire show.

Other times, however, Rice messed with
the successful formula of his CD. He turned
acoustic solos into full-band endeavors, over
saturated with distortion, effects and volume.
The mixture was often hard to stomach.

The bizarreness increased at times
when he sang into an alternate micro-
phone, one that made his voice artificial,
as if he were speaking through a fan. Long

sequences of feedback portrayed as music did not add much.
But the concert was relatively inexpensive at $18 a ticket. Despite a few poor

choices in the set list, the better songs made the concert well worth the while.

|Kyle McMahon|

�

�

Above: Damien Rice’s most recent release, O, debuted in 2003.The CD

marks Rice’s first major label release.

Below: Ben Folds Live, Folds’ first live CD, was released in 2002. The

album exemplifies the spontaneous energy of Folds’ live shows.

|Jason Shough|

graphic |courtesy Vector Recordings|

graphic |courtesy Ben Folds web site|

graphic|Yeye Zhang|
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A girl sits in her health class, listening to the
list of possible STDs from sexual intercourse.
Gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis ... the words are
significant but are not enough to deter her from
continuing to have sex with her boyfriend.
What she really wants to know is how to best
protect herself against an unwanted pregnancy
and STDs and how to obtain emergency
contraception. Instead, she is merely chided
“abstinence only, because protection rarely works.”

UAHS’s abstinence-based sex education
curriculum defies the prevalence of teenage
sexual activity, forcing abstinence to take a back
seat to a reality that unfortunately includes
STDs and pregnancy among teenagers. Schools
which adapt abstinence-only teaching methods,
essentially ignoring safe-sex dissemination,
overlook the ineffectiveness of this program,
according to the Sexuality Information and
Education Council of the United States.

What is needed is a combination of
abstinence and safe-sex education. Teaching
abstinence is overly idealistic; instead of blindly
pretending teenagers do not have sex, schools
should replace their rose-colored glasses with

|Kyle McMahon|

S
Ninth period ‘discussion’ to lengthen school day

prompts columnist to re-evaluate UAHS blocking system

�

Sometime back in March there

was a short meeting for

students like myself who had

decided to take the plunge and

sign our lives over to the

International Baccalaureate

program. Supposedly, the

meeting’s intent was to discuss

scheduling options regarding

global language classes. Some

students were complaining

blocked classes couldn’t fit in

their schedule; global language

the reality that many teenagers are sexually
active. Arlingtonian’s April 2 voluntary survey
of 483 UAHS students shows 76 percent think
UAHS health classes should teach both
abstinence and safe sex, and 54 percent think
UAHS should provide condoms.

Though UAHS successfully increases
students’ awareness of STDs, it stops there. While
abstinence inarguably
prevents both, many
teenagers choose to have
sex, and the high school
dangerously ignores this by
not providing them with
instruction for their safety.
This vital information can
keep them safe from life-
threatening diseases like
AIDS and also keeps them
out of the maternity ward—
or the abortion clinic.

In an age where sex is
everywhere—on television, in
music and in movies—
teenagers are bombarded by

sex in almost every aspect of their lives. Abstinence-
only programs have become outdated; the message that
now needs to be sent is one of protection and
prevention, in addition to abstinence. UAHS should
not turn a blind eye to the fact that not everyone is
practicing what health education naively preaches.
The purpose of school is to educate, and the most useful
education revolves around pertinent topics.

|Staff Editorial|

‘Abstinence only’ stance impacts none

�

editorial cartoon|Yeye Zhang|

teachers had been suggesting we take both fourth- and fifth-level

language classes blocked in our junior years. But, two semesters

of two blocked periods eats up a quarter of your schedule.

I guess I assumed too much, to think that a discussion meant

discussing. Perhaps it’s a false German cognate that really means

“one-way lecture.” The global language teachers said they were

pursuing creating a ninth period, so we could all stay in school

longer, thereby sacrificing sports, clubs, homework time we would

definitely be needing, or whatever else with which we choose to

fill our after-school hours. Not once at the meeting were we asked

for our opinions of the idea or asked for other suggestions.

But I did have another proposition, the same one I had before I

even started high school, the same one I had before IB arrived:

unblock global language classes.

Anyone who has ever taken music lessons has been told to

practice once a day, even if it’s only for 15 minutes, rather than to

practice for a couple hours right before the next lesson. Anyone

who’s ever taken a test has been told to study a little each day

rather than cram the night—or period—before. There are countless

more examples, and the undeniable fact is that when it comes to

learning something new, quantity may actually count for more

than quality. The same applies to global language.

And even if it doesn’t, I’ve never felt a blocked class gets

through the same amount of material a regular class does anyway.

Instead, it just seems excruciatingly drawn out. The end result is

that we get through half as many chapters, and we never have

as much under our belts as our next teacher expects.

The next problem with blocked classes is that the lion’s share

of the year is left without any language practice. Having global

language first semester one year and second semester the next

can create a gap of 12 months. The global language teachers

claim it takes the same amount of time to get back into the swing

of things each year, but I beg to differ. If you don’t use it, you lose it.

The exception to my argument would be science classes,

where blocks can accommodate longer labs. But as far as global

language goes, the teachers are clinging to a system that doesn’t

work and isn’t universally liked. And the idea of extending school

hours to save this failing system is beyond ridiculous. Consider this

my half of the one-way discussion.

voice
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Arlingtonian is  a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four  weeks by Journal i sm I I I -A
students at Upper Arlington High School.

The publication has been established as
a public forum for student expression and for
the discussion of issues of concern to its
audience. It  wil l  not be rev iewed or
restrained by school officials prior to
publication or distribution.

S ince  Ar l ington ian  i s  a  forum for
student expression, the editorial board,
which consists of the staff’s top editors,
wi l l  determine  the  content  o f  the
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;
therefore, material may not necessarily
reflect the opinions or policies of Upper
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from the

“That’s just not something we talk about.” This
potential criticism of Arlingtonian’s focus would not
surprise us. Sex and sexuality is a sensitive topic
skirted by many. Instead of openly discussing the
healthy attitudes of this human behavior, it appears
our society prefers to avoid the subject entirely.

However, this merely serves to proliferate false
information, likely increasing the chances of disease
and pregnancy. Thus, Arlingtonian examined
students’ perceptions regarding sex, attempting to
reveal and correct misconceptions and inaccuracies.
We also introduced the seemingly more taboo topic
of oral sex. Though likely to shock some community
members, the prevalence of this behavior as an
“alternative” to sex among some high school
students warrants its coverage. By ignoring the
prevalence of such sexual behavior, dangerously
inaccurate information spreads quickly, such as the
idea that the “pull out” method is an effective
method of contraception, or that oral sex can not
transmit STDs.

Unfortunately, these alarming notions are
pervasive among our peers. In our survey, the attitude
of UA students’ infallibility surfaced frequently. The
idea that “it could never happen to me” is one that
subconsciously appeals to us all, and it is only when
the test is positive that teenagers realize the serious-
ness of their actions. Thus, we chose to reveal reality

|Tasha Manoranjan & Jess Williams|

Arlington school officials.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,

guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students
and the general public.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the
right to withhold a letter or column and return
it for more information if it determines the piece
contains items of unprotected speech as defined
by this policy.

As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full
on the Arlingtonian web site. They can be
viewed at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum
of four weeks.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to
publish only legally protected speech following

the legal definitions for libel, obscenity and
invasion of privacy. The staff will also refrain
from printing stories that create a material
disruption of school activities.

Because the Arlingtonian staff wil l
determine content of the publication, it will
therefore also take complete legal and
financial responsibility for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a
story solely on the basis of possible dissent
or controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, subscription sales and
other fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret
and enforce this editorial policy.

arlingtonian

editors
Issue focusing on sex aims for

open, honest discussion about

healthy attitudes, perceptions

in an attempt to encourage honest reflection and
conversation prior to any life-altering consequences.

The culture of adolescent society is such that honest
discussions of sex are forbidden. Teens instead resort to
whispers and gossip, allowing TV shows and movies to
shape our notions of healthy sexual behaviors.
However, our research showed the falsity of these
sources: 77 percent of 483 UAHS students surveyed
agree American culture promotes promiscuity among
teens. Unfortunately, health class is little better,
providing a wealth of information about potential
STDs, but virtually ignoring contraceptive methods of
safe sex. While some teenagers choose to remain
abstinent until marriage, others engage in sexual
activity despite the risks. It is vital that these teens
receive information regarding contraception and
protection, ensuring their behavior is as safe as possible.

The intent of this issue is not to condone sexual
activity nor to condemn it. We hope to fulfill our role
as the open forum of our high school by providing a
place for honesty and truth regarding this topic so
recklessly ignored.
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